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Abstract

Muslim street rallies refer to the super-peaceful mass street mobilizations to
pressure law enforcement against a blasphemer, the Governor of Jakarta. The
Event was organized by the National Movement to Safeguard the Indonesian
Muslim Scholar Council’s Fatwa (GNPF-MUI) on the 4th of November (411) and
2nd of December (212) 2016 at the capital city of Indonesia. We compares the
performance of stock returns and shares trading volume on the Indonesian
Stock Exchange (IDX) before and after the events. The observations were made
stock performance seven days before and after the events. We found that the
event had a significant influence on the abnormal return of stocks sold in the
Indonesian Stock Exchange during the first event held on November 4th, but the
case was different on the second event. Thus, investors do not consider the event
as a political risk for portfolio investment. This study contributes to existing
literature as the first to analyze the impact of the super peaceful rally on the
pattern of stock price and trading volume in the Indonesian stock market.
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Abstrak

Demonstrasi turun ke jalan kaum muslimin mengacu pada aksi super damai untuk
menuntut penegakan hukum terhadap Gubernur Jakarta saat itu. Acara ini
diselenggarakan oleh Gerakan Nasional Pencari Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia (GNPF-
MUI) pada tanggal 4 November (411) dan 2 Desember (212) 2016 di ibukota Indone-
sia. Kami membandingkan kinerja pengembalian saham dan volume perdagangan saham
di Bursa Efek Indonesia (BEI) sebelum dan sesudah peristiwa aksi damai tersebut.
Penelitian ini bersifat kuantitatif dengan melakukan pengamatan terhadap pergerakan
saham tujuh hari sebelum dan sesudah kejadian. Kami menemukan bahwa peristiwa
tersebut memiliki pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap abnormal return saham yang
dijual di Bursa Efek Indonesia pada peristiwa pertama yang diadakan pada tanggal 4
November, tetapi hasilnya berbeda pada aksi turun ke jalan yang kedua. Hasil penelitian
ini menunjukkan bahwa investor tidak menganggap aksi protes tersebut sebagai resiko
politik bagi investasi saham di pasar modal.

Kata Kunci: Anomali Pasar; Aksi Protes ke Jalan Kaum Muslimin; Tingkat Pengembalian
Saham; Volume Perdagangan Saham
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One recent event in Indonesia that attracts world

attention was the protest against a blasphemy, in-

volving Muslim all over districts in Indonesia. The

massive ‘super-peaceful 411 and 212 rally’ is a ‘su-

per peaceful’ gathering aiming at placing pressure

on law enforcement authorities to immediately de-

tain outspoken Jakarta Governor for allegedly con-

ducting a blasphemy.

There were hundred thousand people from

all over Indonesia attending the rally; some reported

the amount of more than 3 million demonstrators.

They demand the blasphemer be arrested, detained

and brought to court. Muslims questioned why the

police and the prosecutor’s office had not detained

the outspoken governor despite his status as a sus-

pect. Despite the claim that it would be a ‘super-

peaceful’ action, many fear that the demonstration

could get out of control due to possible infiltrations

of wild parties. Many offices and business centers

in Jakarta were closed on those days due to fear of

the rally turning into violence. It is interesting to

find out whether the event raises economic senti-

ments among investors. This study investigates the

impact of the event on stock price movement and

trading volume activity.

Market anomaly has always been an interest-

ing topic for academia. The effects of market anoma-

lies have begun to be examined in a handful of em-

pirical studies (Igan, Pinheiro, & Smith, 2015; Grobys

& Heinonen, 2016; Zaremba & Szyszka, 2016;

Zaremba & Czapkiewcz, 2017) whereby markets

performance works opposite theoretical estimates.

Research for anomalies provides a better understan-

ding of asset pricing patterns in financial markets,

and the efforts are academically advocated. As a

result, it can be used as a reference for better invest-

ment decisions and better incentives for asset man-

agers (Zaremba & Szyszka, 2016). Thus, intense ef-

forts apparent among academia in exploring the

topic.

According to Fama (1970), an efficient mar-

ket is a market in which prices always fully reflect

available information. Albeit previous evidence that

the stock market is rational hence efficient, a substan-

tial amount of studies have documented long-term

historical anomalies in the stock market that appear

to oppose the efficient market hypothesis (Aduda

& Muimi, 2011). Anomalies in stock returns are ab-

normalities in the behavior of stocks on the mar-

kets (Jilek, 2012). Considerable factors, such as tech-

nical, fundamental even behavioral factors, create

market anomalies that affect the prices and volume

of stocks traded in the markets. Schwert (2003) con-

tends that anomalies indicate either market ineffi-

ciency (profit opportunities) or inadequacies in the

underlying asset-pricing model. Basu (1978) and

Jensen (2007) independently test the efficient mar-

ket hypothesis, and both find that there were inad-

equacies. Many researchers dedicated their time to

analyze some alternative grounds of the anomalies.

The answers are still inconclusive on a ques-

tion like why stock returns in particular time are

higher in than in other ones. Majority of research-

ers support the view that psychological effects are

among the primary determinant (Jilek, 2012). Hence,

the process of decision making in businesses is driven

by managements’ moods and feeling instead of re-

lying on information available in the market which

leads to market inefficiency (Barberis & Thaler 2003).

Researches on market anomalies are well evi-

dent across nations (Siddiqui, 2009; Mabrouk &

Mohamed, 2013; Makino, 2016; Al-Taqheb, 2018).

The studies looked at how the international stock

market reacted to specific macroeconomic events

occurring in a particular nation. Likewise, the eu-

phoria of market anomaly research is also approach-

ing countries with emerging economies like Indo-

nesia. In fact, emerging markets are considered to

be the tank of stock market anomalies (Zaremba &

Szyszka, 2016). For example, Suganda & Sabbat

(2014) revealed that dividend was considered as a

wrong signal for the Indonesian capital market.

Another study by Emrinaldi & Susilowati (2015) al-

leged that there were no differences in stock value
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for the company with the different degree and scope

of internet financial reporting disclosure. Majority

of the available pieces of literature on event studies

in Indonesia were focusing on companies’ policy

events such as mergers and acquisitions, stock split,

earnings announcement, dividend announcement,

and very few on religious events. The authors ac-

knowledge some attempt to link between Islamic

event to stock movement (Al-Hajieh, Redhead, &

Rogers, 2011; Ramezani, Pourahajan, & Mardani,

2013; Atala, 2014). However, there is no specific in-

vestigation on the effect of Muslim street mobiliza-

tion on the stock price movement.

The street rallies bring mixed feelings on the

events such as the fear of the country’s disintegra-

tion, economic disturbance as well as adverse social

reactions. There was a threat of mutual distrust and

disharmony among the different religious group’s

post events. Police and Armed Forces (TNI) lead-

ers had continually alerted about the risks and ac-

cordingly deployed high-level security. Albeit the

National Police and the Armed Forces had instructed

their regional leaders to cooperate with local offi-

cials to discourage people from leaving their areas

and join in the demonstration in Jakarta.

Based on the efficient market hypothesis

theory, the author assumes that Muslim street

mobilization is an event that may result in economic

sentiment which may later become a significant

transmission mechanism for stock market contagion

and hence a potential source of causality (Al-Thaqeb,

2018). The role of economic sentiment as a determi-

nant of stock returns offers a basis for applying herd

behavior theories in the Indonesian capital market.

A question arises whether the street movement is a

form of political risks faced by investors in the capi-

tal market or not? This paper shall address the is-

sue in the later section.

We chose the Indonesian capital markets for

a few reasons. First, market anomalies were first

discovered in a developed market and had yet to

be measured in developing countries such as Indone-

sia. Some past studies were evidencing the failure

of the event in the most prominent anomalies in

emerging markets (Al-Hajieh, Redhead, & Rogers,

2011; Ramezani, Pourahajan, & Mardani, 2013; Atala,

2014; Li et al., 2016). The result of our research may

also confirm the way investors used available in-

formation for decision-making. Second, the impact

of ‘super-peaceful 411 and 212 rallies’ on stock re-

turn has not yet been examined while the event af-

fects Muslims behavior as the people majority in the

country. Third, the stock market in Indonesia has

been proliferating, regarding both market capitali-

zation and the number of stocks. This indicates the

growing importance of investors who look for port-

folio diversification in the Indonesian stock market.

This study contributes to existing literature

as the first to analyze the impact of the super peace-

ful rally on the pattern of stock price and trading

volume in the Indonesian stock market as an emerg-

ing country. Examination of stock market anoma-

lies in Indonesia enriches previous works by

Pinheiro, & Smith (2015), Green, Hand, & Zang

(2016), Grobys & Heinonen, (2016), Igan, Pinheiro,

& Smith (2015), Zaremba, & Szyszka (2016), and

Zaremba & Czapkiewcz (2017), although none of

these studies focus on anomalies include East Asian

Markets. The currently available literature merely

discuss a few anomalies (Cakici, Fabozzi, & Tan,

2013; Waszczuk, 2013). In the context of emerging

markets, the broadest study ever conducted was

by Li et al. (2016), who investigated 16 well-known

predictive signals in multiple countries. Thus, the

result of the survey can be used as a reference by

investors on stock return behavior in a case of re-

ligious-based events, which we believe, are still

lacking.

Summing up, by researching the above-dis-

cussed issues, our study aims to provide new in-

sights into market anomalies in Indonesia, as well

as outstanding results for both the academic com-

munity and market practitioners.
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HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

The study used three main theories- the ran-

dom walk theory, the efficient market hypothesis,

and behavioral finance as the underlying assump-

tion of the frameworks. The random walks theory

suggest the absence of memory on changes in a se-

ries of stock price makes the history to be a mean-

ingless predictor of the future stock price motion

(Fama, 1965). The truth is successive price changes

are independent. Therefore there is no serial corre-

lation between the stock prices across times (Fama,

1970). The random walk notion implied that today’s

stock prices contain all the information occurring

on that day, and the following day’s prices will re-

flect only tomorrow‘s news. Therefore, today’s

prices changes are independent of the one that is

occurring tomorrow. The impulsive nature of infor-

mation leads to random and unpredictable prices

changes.

These phenomena bring benefits to all sorts

of investors. When data are fully reflected in the

stock prices, even uninformed investors who invest

in a diversified portfolio will earn a return as gen-

erous as that gained by the experts (Malkiel, 2003).

Critiques on the random walk theory came to sur-

face in the late 19th century. The theory states price

movements are not all random and the predictable

components of investment do exist. Lo & MacKinlay

(1999) are among scholars who initiated against the

random walk hypothesis. They argue that stock

market prices do not follow random walks and fi-

nancial markets are predictable to some degree.

The theory of Efficient Market Hypothesis

(EMH) proposes that share prices encompass all vi-

tal information useful for decision makers and stock-

brokers in the particular industry. The theory im-

plies that none of the investors can systematically

get a return above the market rate. In an efficient

capital market, the stock prices response quickly to

every available information thereby allowing the

stock prices to react and adjust accordingly. Inves-

tors cannot make profits on trading shares based

on readily available information alone as the price

movements cannot be solely predicted based on it.

Instead, the stock prices movements rely on the fu-

ture performance (read: profit) of firms. Based on

this assumption, stock prices are among useful ma-

jor economic indicators. Therefore, the dynamic re-

lationship between stock prices and the macroeco-

nomic indicator is a crucial benchmark in formulat-

ing the nation’s macroeconomic policies (Maysami,

Wee, & Koon, 2004). Some past studies on EMH

were inconclusive. Some academics allege that tests

of the EMH have a significant deficiency, for ex-

ample, Grossman & Stiglitz (1980), Campbell, Lo, &

Mackinlay (1997), Lo (2004) and (2005), Al-Khazali

& Mirzaei (2017). Market efficiency is evolving due

to changes in market factors such as the govern-

ment political will, technological advances as stock-

brokers’ behaviors.

The event of Muslim street rallies in Indone-

sia is among market factors, which influence finan-

cial market efficiency. As the stock markets devel-

oped, investors understanding on the anomalies

improve market efficiency which later leads to de-

cline profitability patterns. When market anomalies

symptoms are weakening or even disappearing be-

cause of the event, market practitioners are recom-

mended to deliver the most. In light of the disap-

pearance or weakening of the stock market anoma-

lies, it becomes of highest importance for market

practitioners to select the most promising strategies.

Recent literatures revealed that markets’ volatility

occurring because of events such as the Asian finan-

cial crisis (Kim & Shamsuddin, 2008; Lim, Luo, &

Kim, 2013), and the Global Financial Crisis (Kim,

Lim, & Shamsuddin, 2011; Smith, 2012), shall deter-

mine the degree of market efficiency. These events

have substantial implications for the psychology of

the market. Taking advantage of these recent de-

velopments, we seek to examine in this paper the

market anomalies caused by the Muslim street mo-

bilization.
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Behavioral finance is becoming popular at the

beginning of the twentieth century, leaving the ef-

ficient market hypothesis less popular. A

multidisciplinary approach to asset pricing integrat-

ing psychological and behavioral theories are

mounting (Lishenga, 2011; Putri, Adawiyah, &

Pramuka, 2017). Behavioral finance theory proposes

that a high level of uncertainty creates exploratory

behavior of investors in financial decisions. The

method uses a more simplified approach to study

the commercial market. Specifically, behavioral fi-

nance has two building blocks: cognitive psychol-

ogy and the limits to arbitrage. Cognitive refers to

how people think. Shefrin & Statman (2011) add that

psychology includes aspirations, cognition, emo-

tions, culture, and perceptions of fairness. People

make systematic errors in the way that they think,

they are overconfident, they rely heavily on recent

experience, and making preferences that may lead

to distortions.

An excellent question to start with is “why

people behave the way they do?” The revolution-

ary work of psychologists in the 1980s and the sub-

sequent psychological inquiry undertaken over the

last three decades have laid useful insights on the

complex ways in which the human mind operates.

Past studies have pointed out the presence of per-

vasive, deep-seated, subconscious biases and heu-

ristics behaviors that occur in rational decision-mak-

ing. While these revelations have their origins in

psychology, they hold such significant implications

for the world of finance and economics.

The political movement shall influence the

economic condition of a country with an emerging

market (Gunay, 2016). The uncertain environment

caused by political instability affects the risk-return

profiles of stocks in the Indonesian capital market,

and cause an increase in the required rate of return

on current and future investments in the nation. In

the long run, the subsequent decline in living stan-

dards puts more pressure on the political power.

There are several forms of financial risks face

by investors such as market risks, credit risks, and

operational risks. One of the most prominent risk

categories in emerging market is political risks. The

Indonesian capital market is relatively volatile to-

wards all sorts of threats. Therefore, investors shall

exhibit prudential actions when entering the mar-

ket due to its destabilization. Increasing volatility

in the capital market brings deadly effect to the

economy that may lead to financial turbulence (Al-

Khazali & Mirzaei, 2017). To mitigate further mar-

ket deterioration, the government should impose

stricter regulation as a form of direct intervention.

To drive investors’ perceptions about the political

risk of a country, the government should have early

warning systems to anticipate the contagious effect

an event into the capital market. Technically inves-

tors’ decision to hold or release their ownership of

stocks does not depend on fundamental factors such

as the financial performances of the firms. Beyond

that investors react more to any political events.

These types of operations are direct interventions,

made by policy-makers, on the market economy.

Based on the underlying theories presented earlier,

the following hypotheses are proposed:

H
1
: there was a significant difference in average

abnormal return among the event date, before

and after it

H
2
: there was a significant difference between stock

trading volume among the event date, before

and after it

METHODS

This study analyzes two events of the peace-

ful rally on 4th of November and 2nd of December

2016. This event study investigates the market re-

action towards a specific event. The tool of analysis

used was one-way ANOVA which is a parametric

test used to determine whether there are any sta-

tistically significant differences between the means

of three or more independent groups (Hair et al.,

2010). The three independent variables used in the

study were seven days before (t-1), and after (t+1)

the events as well as the time of events (t) with the
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abnormal return and trade volume as dependent

variables. One-way ANOVA requires researchers

to surpass the underlying assumptions of normality

test and homogeneity test. Normality test was used

to determine whether the observed data are nor-

mally distributed or not. The homogeneity tests to

ensure the entire groups, under study, must have

the same variants. The analysis of homogeneity of

variance was performed using the Levene test.

The population in this study was all stocks

listed on the LQ45 index. The samples comprise all

stocks listed in the LQ45 index for at least three

years since 2014-2016 consecutively. The index re-

flects firms with large market capitalization and high

liquidity levels, as well as outstanding fundamental

performance. Firms use fundamental performance

as a benchmark in distributing dividends and gen-

erating profits the information have a high level of

market sensitivity.

The variables observed were the daily clos-

ing of share index and the stock trading volume

seven days before and after the events. The market

reaction toward the event was measured based on

changes in the stock prices measured by the abnor-

mal return. According to Bodie, Kane, & Marcus

(2006), the abnormal return measures return over

and above what would be expected given the mar-

ket conditions in a particular period. Actual return

is the return that occurs in a particular time to which

represents the differences between the prices of

stocks at that moment relative to their previous

prices. Real gain can be obtained from the daily stock

prices of securities i in period t minus the daily stock

price of securities i in period t-1, divided by the

daily stock price of securities i in period t-1. It can

be formulated as follows:

Single factor model states that the actual re-

turns diverge from expectation due to the macro

event and firm-specific event. Single index model

merely replaces the macro event with a broad mar-

ket index. The model omits the risk-free rate. The

model implies that the expected return on a secu-

rity is linearly related to its beta (Ross, Westerfield,

& Jaffe, 2010) which can be measured as follows:

E (Rit) = D i + E i Rmt (2)

Where:

E (Rit) : expected return of stock i on day t

Rmt : market return on day t

D i : the abnormal return offered by asset i

(unexplained expected return)

Ei : a constant that measure the expected

change in Ri given a change in Rm

Rmt : the rate of return on the market index

The D and E coefficient were obtained from

the calculation of time series regression equation

between stock returns (Rit) with a related market

return (Rmt). Trading volume activity measures the

numbers of security trading take place for a given

trading day. A high trading volume is an indicator

of a high level of interest in security at its current

price which reflects the strength of a market indica-

tor. The method for determining trading volume is

called volume counting.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics were conducted to de-

termine the difference in the average of abnormal

return and trading volume activity as an instrument

to calculate the return and liquidity level of the listed

in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The normality as-

sumption for average abnormal return was not vio-

lated, but the average trading volume activity was

infringed. The mean of each variable is presented

in Table 1.

Where

Ri
t

: return of stock i on day t

Pi
t

: price of stock i on day t

Pi
t-z

: price of stock i on day t-1

 

4EP =
2EP F 2EPF1

2EPF1

 

Where 

(1)
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 N Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

ASRB_4NOV 29 -.04 .03 -.0072 .01308 

ASRA_4NOV 29 -.01 .04 .0026 .01122 

Valid N (listwise) 29     

 

Table 1. The Average Abnormal Return in 411 Event

From the descriptive statistics above for when

the super peaceful rally took place on November

4th, 2016 revealed that the normal returns had mean

of -0.0072 and a standard deviation of 0.1308 which

is large indicating high sensitivity in the market.

Similarly, the mean abnormal returns of 0.026 and a

standard deviation of 0.1122 show high sensitivity.

The result for trading volume, as indicated in

Table 2, revealed that the mean-rank of average

trading volume activity seven days before the street

rally on November 4th, 2016 was 34.48 which was

above the volume during the event and slightly de-

clining seven days after the event with a mean rank

of 32.64. It can be assumed that the market reacted

to the event.

 N Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

ASRB_2DES 29 -0.02771 0.03819 -0.00053 0.018 

ASRA_2DES 29 -0.03645 0.02821 -0.00341 0.017 

Valid N (listwise) 29     

 

Events N Mean Rank 

Seven days before 29 34.48 

November 4th, 2016 29 21.80 

Seven days after 29 32.64 

 

Table 2. The Average Trading Volume in 411 Event

Table 3. The Average Abnormal Return in 212 Event

Events N  Mean Rank 

Seven days before 29 26.48 

December 2nd, 2016 29 32.10 

Seven days after 29 28.58 

 

Table 4. The Average Trading Volume of Stocks in 212 Event

From the descriptive statistics of abnormal

return seven days before the second super peaceful

rally on December 2nd, 2016 revealed that the nor-

mal returns had mean of -0.00053 and a standard

deviation of 0.018 which is considered small, hence

indicating low sensitivity in the market. Likewise,

the mean abnormal returns seven days after the

peaceful rally were -0.00341 and a standard devia-

tion of 0.017 show a low sensitivity.

The result for trading volume, as indicated in

Table 4, revealed that the mean-rank of average

trading volume activity seven days before the street

rally on the second event was 26.48 which was be-

low the volume during the event and slightly in-

creasing seven days after the event with a mean rank
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of 32.64. It can be assumed that the market reacted

to the event.

Before proceeding to one-way ANOVA, the

authors tested the normality and homogeneity of

all data. The normality tests using Kolmogorov-

Smirnov indicated that Asymptotic Significant value

of the indicator average abnormal return and vol-

ume for three days before, during and after both

events were respectively higher than the alpha value

of 0.05. This indicates that the data are normally

distributed.

The second requirement of ANOVA that the

data must have the same variants (homogeneous).

One statistical method used to test the assumption

was the Levene test. The result indicated that the

homogeneity assumptions were not violated, as the

significant value was higher than alpha (p > 0.05).

As both requirements were fulfilled, the au-

thors proceed to next analysis using one-way

ANOVA. One-way ANOVA is a tool of analysis

which is used to determine whether there are any

significant differences between the mean of inde-

pendent variable or not. The first hypothesis pro-

posed that there be a significant difference in aver-

age abnormal return among the event date, before

and after it. Table 5 presented the result of the analy-

sis.

Table 5. One-Way ANOVA Test on the Average Abnormal

Return

Unlike the first event, there were no significant dif-

ferences in the stock return before and after the sec-

ond event. The second event occurs one month af-

ter the first event.

The second hypothesis proposed that there

be a significant difference between stock trading

volume among the event date, before, and after it.

Table 6 showed the result of one way ANOVA on

stock trading volume.

Table 6. One-way ANOVA Test on Stock Trading Volume

Value  Events 

 November 4th  December 2nd  

Sig. 0.030 0.315 

 

As indicated in the Table 5 there are signifi-

cant differences on stocks average abnormal return

before and after the event on November 4th, 2016,

because the significant value is less than alpha (D).

However, the result is contradictory for the 2nd of

December events. The most plausible explanation is

related to the timing of the events. The first event

raises excessive anxiety among investors which leads

to aggressive behaviors to secure their investments.

Value Events 

 November 4th  December 2nd  

Sig. 0.013 0.309 

 

As indicated in Table 6, there is a significant

difference on the stock trading volume during the

event on November 4th, with the volume before and

after the event, The significant value was less than

alpha (0.013 < 0.05, sig. < D) means that the null

hypothesis is rejected. Because the test shows that
there is a significant difference in average trading

volume activity during the event with that before

the events, the authors conducted further analysis

to identify the differences correctly. Post HOC test

aimed to identify the gaps correctly.

The Games-Howell multiple comparisons for
the mean average trading volume activity on street

rally event on November 4th, 2016 indicated that the

significant mean differences are flagged with an as-

terisk (*) and the mean difference would be signifi-

cant if the value is less than the alpha value of 0.05.

The second line tells us that the mean score at the
time of the event was 0.00021 which below that of t-

1. The significant value is less than alpha (0.024 < 0.05,

sig. < D) confirmed that a significant difference ex-

isted between the two means. The multiple compari-

sons indicated only one significant comparison

emerge while others were not significant (sig. > D).

DISCUSSION

The first event raises excessive anxiety among

investors which leads to aggressive behaviors to
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secure their investments. These findings support

previous views that anomalies in stock returns are

abnormalities in the behavior of stocks on the mar-

kets (Jilek, 2012). Substantial factors, such as techni-

cal, fundamental even behavioral factors, create

market anomalies. Market anomaly affects the prices

and volume of stocks traded in the markets. Effi-

cient markets do not allow investors to earn above-

average returns without accepting above-average

risks (Malkiel, 2003).

According to Fama (1970), a market in which

prices always fully reflected available information

is efficient. As such when information arises, it shall

spread immensely fast, therefore incorporated into

the prices of securities without further delay. Hence,

the majority of researchers support the view that

psychological effects are among the primary deter-

minant (Jilek 2012). Accordingly, the process of de-

cision making in businesses is driven by manage-

ments’ moods and feeling instead of relying on in-

formation available in the market which leads to

market inefficiency (Barberis & Thaler, 2003).

Unlike the first event, there were no signifi-

cant differences in the stock return before and after

the second event. The second event occurs one

month after the first event. The fact that the first

event did not cause disturbances in the national

economy made investors act conservatively. These

findings work in line with the random walk theory

effect. The theory suggests that a series of stock

price changes have no memory of the past events,

therefore, the sequence unable to predict the future

in any meaningful way (Fama, 1965). In statistical

terms, successive price changes are independent.

Consequently, there must be no serial correlation

between the prices at different times (Fama, 1970).

Some past studies on various emerging markets to

test if indeed stock prices follow a random walk

model revealed that to some extent stock prices are

predictable. This finding suggested that market in-

efficiencies existed. Other similar works conducted

in various countries include Hong Kong (Jarreth,

2008), China (Ali, Darrat, & Zhong 2000), Korea

(Jarrett, 2009) and Kenya (Muthama & Mutothya,

2013).

The result support the second hypothesis

which proposed that there was a significant differ-

ence between stock trading volume among the event

date, before and after it. This finding supports pre-

vious work suggested that Islamic event had a sig-

nificant effect on trade volume and stock price (Al-

Hajieh, Redhead, & Rogers, 2011; Ramezani,

Pourahajan, & Mardani, 2013; Atala, 2015). It is note-

worthy that the difference was significant on aver-

age trading volume and average abnormal return

on the first event, but it was not significant in the

following event. The fact that the first event resulted

in little or even relatively no political disturbance in

any forms have led to favorable trust among inves-

tors on similar events in the future. As a result, there

was a tendency to neglect negative economic senti-

ments during the second events.

 Event A Event B 
Mean Difference 

(A-B) 
Std. Error Sig. 

95% CI 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper Bound 

Games- t-1 T  0.00021* .000 .024 .00 .00 
Howell  t+1 .000 .000 .925 .00 .00 
 t t-1 0.00021*  .000 .024 .00 .00 
  t+1 .000 .000 .072 .00 .00 
 t+1 t-1 .000 .000 .925 .00 .00 
  T .000 .000 .072 .00 .00 

 

Table 7. Post HOC Test for Average Volume on November 4th, 2016

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusion

This paper tested the semi-strong form of an

efficient market hypothesis, which confirmed that

published information on the street rallies event

could not be used to predict future stock prices and

trading volume. The vast majority of people living

in Indonesia are Muslim. Therefore, any religious

events would assume to affect investors’ behaviors.

The fact that significant difference only occurred in

the first event implies that religious activities do not

always create political economics disturbances. Those

fund managers who exhibit outstanding perfor-

mance during and after the events were no more

than just pure randomness. The tranquil behavior

of Muslim protestors in the first event had given a

positive signal to investors which makes them calmer

when the following event took place. In a nutshell,

the Muslim street rallies is not a political risk that

would bring economic sentiment in the capital mar-

ket. The fact that the street rallies did not lead to

negative sentiments implies that investors should

chill out and do not overreacting if a similar event

occurs in the future, as the event did not affect the

stock price movement in the second events. Inves-

tors should still use available information for deci-

sion-making purposes. Investors are advised to use

an average weighting method for different sort of

information received to determine their priority of

importance. In the meantime, the government should

provide a favorable investment climate to attract

not just local investors but also foreign investors.

To date, the stock market in Indonesia is proliferat-

ing concerning capitalization and the number of

stocks traded.

Suggestions

This study is not without limitations. First,

short observation period, before and after the

events, may limit the generalizability of the study

in other contexts. Data drawn from similar events

in other country are required to verify the theoreti-

cal advances offered here. Second, the methodol-

ogy used in the study is simple; the future study

may consider extending the method using nonpara-

metric statistical analysis. This research can be ex-

tended in four ways. First, enlarge the dataset to

incorporate more similar event, money market, and

commodity data, and increase the data frequency

to check the robustness of the current conclusion.

Second, include more variables to the tests impact

of the events. Third, extend the test window to 30

days or even longer to detect the effect. Last, the

future study may consider the adoption of an event

study method instead in testing the future similar

events.
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